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Doctor Who: Time of the Daleks Boardgame

Releasing in 2017 – what you should know.

In Doctor Who: Time of the Daleks, players take on the role of the Doctor, travelling through-out
time and space, finding new companions and having adventures to repair the web of time. Players
do this by overcoming challenges. The Doctor can overcome most challenges he encounters, but
he always needs his Companions to help give him an edge. Players must cooperate to stop the
Daleks, while trying to get their TARDIS to Gallifrey first, to prevent Davros from invading the
Matrix in the first place.

http://doctorwho.gf9games.com/home.aspx
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Becoming the Doctor (how to play)

“The universe is big, it's vast and complicated, and 
ridiculous. And sometimes, very rarely, impossible
things just happen and we call them miracles.”

Game Turns 
Starting with the earliest regeneration of the Doctor and moving clockwise, each player takes their turn.
After each player has their turn the Daleks then have a turn. This process repeats until either: one or more
players wins the game, or the Daleks win the game.

Each player’s turn consists of four steps:
1. Prepare
2. Travel
3. Adventure
4. Finish

The Prepare Step

During your Prepare step, you gain Sonic Charge tokens, and may Uninstall 
Equipment, Install Equipment, and Dismiss Companions.

Sonic Charge Tokens
At the start of your Prepare step, place two additional Sonic Charge tokens on
your TARDIS Console (up to a maximum of five tokens). You must do this
before you use any Timey-Wimey or Companion card effects.

Install Equipment
Discard any unwanted Equipment Timey-Wimey cards
from your TARDIS Console, freeing up Equipment slots for
other Equipment cards.

Install Equipment
Play Equipment Timey-Wimey cards from your hand into
empty Equipment slots on your TARDIS Console. You must
pay the Sonic Cost of the Equipment card when you install
it on your TARDIS. You do not need to pay the Sonic Cost
to use the card after that.
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Recruiting a Companion

If you have an empty Companion space on your
TARDIS Console, you may recruit a Companion at the
start of your adventure. 

If you are on Earth draw from the Earth Companion
deck. If not, then draw from the Alien Companion
deck. If you are on a Time Anomaly, you may recruit
a Companion from either deck. 

The newly recruited Companion card is a
Part-Time Companion, and will only
become a Full-Time Companion if you
succeed in the Adventure. Show this by
leaving a gap between the Companion
card and the TARDIS Console.

Linked Companions

If you have a Link to a Companion, you
may search the Companion deck for that
Companion to recruit, instead of drawing
one at random. 

It’s so much bigger on the inside.  
“Been knocking around on my own for a while. My choice, but I've started talking to 

myself, all the time. It's giving me an earache.”
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